Abstract-In force control applications of robots, it is difficult to obtain an exact model of a constraint surface. In presence of the constraint uncertainty, the robot needs to adapt to the uncertainty in external parameters due to the environment, in addition to the uncertainties in internal parameters of the robot kinematics and dynamics. In this paper, a visually servoed adaptive controller is proposed for motion and force tracking with uncertainties in the constraint surface, kinematics, dynamics, and camera model. We shall show that the robot can track the desired trajectories with the uncertain internal and external parameters updated online. This gives the robot a high degree of flexibility in dealing with changes and uncertainties in its model and the environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N MANY applications of robots, such as spot welding, polishing, and deburring, the end-effector is required to make contact with an environment. In these applications, it is necessary to control not only the position but also the interaction force between the robot end-effector and the environment. There are two major approaches for robot force control, namely impedance control [1] and hybrid position/force control [2] . A review for the research in force control can be found in [3] . Several model-based approaches have been proposed for motion and force tracking control [4] , [5] of robots, but these controllers require exact models of the robot systems that are difficult to obtain in practice. To relieve this problem, much effort has been devoted to understand how the robots can cope with dynamic uncertainty [6] - [9] .
A major problem for most hybrid position/force controllers is that the exact knowledge of the constraint surface is required. However, in force control applications, it is difficult to obtain the exact model of the constraint. Several controllers [10] , [11] have been proposed to deal with constraint uncertainty, but the robot kinematics is assumed to be known exactly. In addition, the control problems are either formulated in joint space or Cartesian space. It is important to note that when the constraint surface is uncertain, the desired end-effector position on the constraint surface is unknown and, hence, cannot be obtained directly in Cartesian space or joint space. A fundamental benefit of image-based control is that it allows noncontact measurement of the environment, so the position of the end-effector and its desired position on the uncertain constraint surface can be obtained in image space using cameras. Most research so far on vision control of robot manipulators has focused on free motion control. To deal with contact tasks, several hybrid vision-force controllers have been proposed [12] - [15] . However, these approaches have ignored the effects of nonlinearity and uncertainties of the robot dynamics in the design of the vision and force controllers. Therefore, it is not sure whether the stability of the overall control system can be guaranteed in the presence of dynamic, kinematic, and constraint uncertainties. A computed torque method is proposed in [16] , but the dynamics and kinematics of the robot are assumed to be known exactly and the stability issue is not considered. This means that the robot is not able to adapt to any changes and uncertainties in its models. For example, when a robot picks up several tools of different dimensions, unknown orientations, or gripping points, the overall kinematics and dynamics of the robot change and are therefore difficult to derive exactly.
Arimoto [17] describes the importance of the research on robot control with uncertain kinematics. Several controllers [18] - [21] have been proposed to deal with uncertain kinematics and dynamics, but the results are focusing on free motion control. In force control problems [3] , it is necessary to control not only the position but also the interaction force between the robot end-effector and the constraint. Recently, several position and force controllers [22] - [24] using approximate Jacobian have been proposed to overcome the uncertainties in both kinematics and dynamics. However, the results are limited to set point control, and the trajectory tracking control problem with uncertain constraint surface, kinematics, and dynamics has not been solved so far.
In this paper, we propose a visually servoed motion and force tracking controller, in which exact knowledge of the constraint surface, kinematics, dynamics, and camera model is not required. The use of a vision sensor introduces additional transformation and uncertainty from Cartesian space to image space, and hence, the motion and force errors are defined in two different coordinate frames. Adaptive Jacobian matrices are used to compensate the uncertainties due to internal and external parameters. A Lyapunov-like function is presented to prove the stability of the proposed vision-force controller. It is shown that the proposed controller can track desired vision and force trajectories with the uncertainties in constraint surface, kinematics, dynamics, and camera model. Simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
II. ROBOT DYNAMICS AND KINEMATICS
We consider a force control system consisting of a robot manipulator and a camera (s) fixed in the work space, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this system, the end-effector is in contact with a constraint surface.
First, let r ∈ m denote a position of the end-effector in Cartesian space as [10] , [19] , [25] , [26] 
where h(·) ∈ n → m is generally a nonlinear transformation describing the relation between joint space and task space, and
T ∈ n is a vector of joint angles of the manipulator. The velocity of the end-effectorṙ is related to joint-space velocityq asṙ
where J m (q) ∈ m ×n is the Jacobian matrix from joint space to task space.
For a visually servoed system, cameras are used to observe the position of the end-effector in image space. The mapping from Cartesian space to image space requires a camera-lens model in order to represent the projection of task objects onto the chargecoupled device (CCD) image plane. Let x ∈ m denote a vector of image feature parameters andẋ the corresponding vector of image feature parameter rates of change. The relationship between Cartesian space and image space is represented by [27] 
where J I (r) ∈ m ×m is the image Jacobian matrix [28] - [30] . From (2) and (3), we have [31] 
where J(q) ∈ m ×n is the Jacobian matrix mapping from joint space to feature space.
The equations of motion of constrained robot with n degrees of freedom can be expressed in joint coordinates as [26] , [32] 
where
n ×n is the joint friction matrix, g(q) ∈ n is the gravitational force, f ∈ n is a contact force vector normal to the constraint surface, B tṙ denotes the contact friction arising in the direction of manipulator end-point movementṙ, B t ∈ m ×m is the contact friction matrix, and τ ∈ n is the joint torque applied to the robot.
We consider a constraint surface that can be defined in an algebraic term as
where Ψ(r) : m → 1 is a given scalar function. Differentiating (6) with respect to time yields the following velocity constraint:
The contact force normal to the constraint surface is then given by
m is a unit vector denoting the normal direction to the constraint surface and λ ∈ is defined as a magnitude of the contact force. Hence, using (8), the robot dynamics (5) can be represented as
is a Jacobian of the constraint function such that
One of the early important results in dynamic force control was the model-based approach proposed by McClamroch and Wang [4] . It was shown using a nonlinear transformation that the dynamic equation can be decoupled into a differential equation that characterizes the motion and an equation that describes the contact force during the constrained motion. However, it is well known that the method cannot be extended into uncalibrated vision-force control problem with uncertain constraint because the nonlinear transformation requires the exact knowledge of the constraint surface. Another important work in dynamic force control is the jointspace projection method proposed by Arimoto [26] . A sliding vector for motion subspace is proposed as
where ∆q = q − q d , with q d being the desired joint trajectory and α a positive constant gain, and
2 ). The role of the projection matrix is to project the motion error onto a tangent plane perpendicular to the nor-
Hence, the sliding motion error can be decoupled from the force. Similarly, the aforementioned projection matrix requires the exact knowledge of the constraint surface. In addition, the dynamic force controller is formulated in the joint space. When the constraint is uncertain, the desired position on the constraint surface in Cartesian space is also uncertain, and hence, the desired joint position q d cannot be computed using inverse kinematics even if the robot kinematics is known.
Using vision-based control, the desired position or trajectory on the uncertain constraint surface can then be obtained in image space directly. Let x d (t) ∈ m denote the desired motion trajectory in image space andẋ d (t) ∈ m the desired speed trajectory; a sliding motion vector can be defined using image error as
SinceD(q)q = 0 in general, the image tracking error cannot be decoupled from the force. In addition, sinceQ(q) is not of full-rank andĴ(q)q =ẋ, it is clear that the convergence of the sliding vector s does not imply the convergence of the image errors. Therefore, the image and force cannot be resolved by using existing dynamic force control methods.
III. ADAPTIVE VISION AND FORCE TRACKING CONTROL
In this section, a visually servoed motion and force tracking controller is proposed. We consider a robot with unknown external parameters due to the constraint surface and unknown internal parameters due to dynamics and kinematics. Since the constraint surface is uncertain, the desired path on the surface cannot be obtained in Cartesian space. However, using cameras, the desired path can be obtained in image space by using features such as edges or corners. In the absence of obvious features, markers should be used on the constraint surface (see [14] and [16] ).
The dynamic model, as described by (9), is linear in a set of physical parameters θ d = (θ d1 , . . . , θ dp )
T as
where Y d (·) ∈ n ×p is called the dynamic regressor matrix. The right-hand side of (4) is linear in a set of kinematic parameters θ ki = (θ ki1 , . . . , θ kiq )
T , such as link lengths, joint offsets, and camera parameters. Then, (4) can be expressed aṡ (15) where Y ki (q,q) ∈ m ×h is called the kinematic regressor matrix.
When the kinematics is uncertain, the parameters of the Jacobian matrix are uncertain, and we estimate the parameters in (15) asx (16) whereĴ(q,θ ki ) is the estimations of J(q). The parametersθ ki will be updated by parameter update law to be defined later. When the constraint surface is uncertain, J m (q)d(r) can be expressed as
is not updated. The use ofd(r) results in an estimation error
n ×j . The unknown lumped parameters will be updated by parameter update law to be defined later.
Let us define a vectorẋ r ∈ m aṡ
where α and β are positive constants,
is the desired force trajectory, and R(x) is a rotation matrix that will be defined later. Differentiating (19) with respect to time, we geẗ
. In order to prove the stability of the vision-force tracking system, we define an adaptive vision space sliding vector using (19) asŝ
Differentiating the previous equation with respect to time, we haveṡ
Next, leṫ
where ψ ∈ n is minus the gradient of the convex function to be optimized [33] . From (23), we havë
Hence, we have an adaptive sliding vector in joint space as
Multiplying both side of (25) byĴ(q,θ ki ) and using (21), we haveĴ
Substituting (25) into (9), we have
The last three terms on the left-hand side of (28) are linear in a set of dynamics parameters θ d and can be expressed as
Then, the dynamics equation (28) can be expressed as
The vision and force tracking controller is proposed as
where ∆x =x −ẋ d , K ∈ m ×m is a positive-definite matrix, and γ is a positive constant. The estimated parametersθ d ,θ f , θ m d ,θ ki are updated bẏ
h×h are symmetric and positive-definite gain matrices of the update laws. The rotation matrix R(x) is designed so that
wherē
The role of the rotation matrix is to rotated(r) so that R(x)d(r) is orthonormal tos x . In general,s x can be partitioned ass x = (s xp ,s xo ) T , wheres xp is the position vector ands xo is the orientation vector. Therefore,d(r) can also be partitioned as
Next, let n p be a unit vector normal to both the vectorss xp andd p (r), as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The rotation matrix R(x) is then introduced as
where the rotation matrix R p is to rotate the vectors xp about the axis n p , so that the vectors T xp R p is perpendicular to the vector d p (r), as shown in Fig. 2 . φ p is the angle betweens T xp R p and d p (r), which can be determined from the angle φ betweens xp andd p (r) (see Fig. 2 ). Here, the symbol × means cross product. The rotation matrix R o can be similarly designed. However, since the constraint surface is usually independent of r o , the rotation matrix R o can be set as an identity matrix. Note that whens r reduces to zero, R(x) can be set as any value because (36) is always satisfied whens x = 0.
Substituting (31) into (30), we have the closed-loop equation
where I is the identity matrix,
To carry out the stability analysis, we define the Lyapunov-like function candidate V as
where ∆θ ki = θ ki −θ ki . Differentiating V with respect to time, substituting (32)- (34) and (39) into it, and using (27), we havė
where we note that S(q,q) is skew-symmetric. From (19) , (25) , and (37), we note that
Next, substituting (19) , (21), and (42) into (41) and using (37), we obtaiṅ
Using (36) in the previous equation yieldṡ
where we note that R T (x)R(x) = I andd T (r)d(r) = 1. From (15) and (16), sincex =ẋ − Y ki (q,q)∆θ ki , we have
Substituting (35) and (45) into (44), we havė
We can now state the following theorem.
Theorem:
The adaptive Jacobian control law (31) and the update laws (32)- (35) for the robot system (9) result in the convergence of vision and force tracking errors, i.e., As seen from (46),V is negative-definite in s, ∆ẋ, ∆x, Y ki (q,q)∆θ ki , and ∆F . To show the convergence of the errors, Barbalat's lemma [34] , [35] shall be used to check the uniform continuity ofV . In the following development, we proceed to show the uniform continuity by proving thatV is bounded.
First, note thatẋ r ,x are bounded, as seen from (19) and (21) . From (23), we can conclude thatq r is bounded whenĴ(q,θ ki ) is nonsingular. Therefore,q is bounded since s is bounded. The boundedness ofq means thatẋ,ṙ are bounded. Hence, ∆ẋ is bounded,
from (20) is also bounded ifẍ d is bounded.ḋ(r,ṙ) is bounded because r,ṙ are bounded. As seen from (35),θ ki is bounded becauseq, ∆ẋ, and ∆x are all bounded. Hence,J(q,θ ki ) is bounded. Using (24), we havë
Since all the terms on the right-hand side of the previous equation are bounded,q r − βĴ
Then, from (39) and (48), since D(q)q = −Ḋ(q)q, we have
The previous equation can be written as
d(r))} are bounded scalars. Hence, ∆λ is bounded, and the boundedness of ∆λ implies thatẍ r ,q r , andq r are bounded.
From the closed-loop equation (39), we can conclude thatṡ is bounded. The boundedness ofṡ implies the boundedness ofq, as seen from (26). Sinceẍ = J(q)q +J(q)q,ẍ is bounded, and hence, ∆ẍ is also bounded. To apply Barbalat's lemma [34] , [35] , let us check the uniform continuity ofV . Differentiating (46) with respect to time gives
This shows thatV is bounded since ∆x, ∆ẋ,q, ∆ẍ,ṡ, ∆F , ∆λ are all bounded. Hence,V is uniformly continuous. Using Barbalat's lemma, we have
Next, we proceed to show the convergence of the force tracking error. From (32), (33) , and (35), we note thatθ d ,θ f ,
From (20), we have
Since ∆ẍ,ẋ, ∆λ,q are bounded,ż x is also bounded if the derivative ofẍ d is bounded. Hence, the derivative of
∆λ is also bounded, as seen from (47). From (49), the derivative λ is therefore bounded. Finally, using Barbalat's lemma and the convergence of ∆F to 0, we have ∆λ → 0 as t → ∞.
Remark 1: In this paper, we have shown that the image and force tracking errors of the adaptive control system can be resolved as in (36) . It is shown with consideration of full robot dynamics that stability of the vision and force control system can be guaranteed even in the presence of uncertainties in kinematics, dynamics, and constraint surface.
Remark 2: We assume that the robot is operating in a region such that the approximate Jacobian matrix is of full-rank. Note from the adaptive Jacobian control law (31) and the parameter update laws (32)- (35) thatĴ + (q,θ ki ) is used only in the definition of control variableq r in (23) . Therefore, we should be able to control this by bounding the variable or using a singularityrobust inverse of the approximate Jacobian matrix [25] .
Remark 3: This paper focuses on vision and force tracking control of a single robot manipulator, but the results can also be extended to multifingered robots [36] or cooperative manipulators [37] , [38] . In such tightly coupled tasks, the robots may grasp the object at an uncertain position, and each robot may not know the kinematics and dynamics of other robots.
Remark 4: The convergence of the estimated parameters can only be ensured if the trajectory is persistently exciting [26] , [34] . However, a key point in adaptive control is that the tracking error will converge regardless of whether the trajectory is persistently exciting or not, i.e., one does not need parameter convergence for task convergence.
A. Dimension of Feature Space
In the previous development, we consider the case where the dimension of feature space is equal to the dimension of task space. If x ∈ κ where the dimension of feature space is not equal to the dimension of task variable r(∈ m ), then the matrix
is not a square matrix and (Ĵ m (q,θ f )Ĵ + (q,θ ki )) −1 does not exist. There are two cases to be considered, namely κ ≥ m and κ ≤ m.
If κ ≥ m, there are redundant features with respect to the task degrees of freedom. Therefore,ẋ r in (19) should be defined aṡ
is the pseudoinverse matrix. Hence, (42) is still valid as follows:
where we note that
If κ ≤ m, the pseudoinverse matrix must be defined as
but in this case, (42) does not hold, and it is, therefore, difficult to demonstrate the stability of the system. This could be due to the fact that there are no enough feature points x to determine the end-effector motion r [27] .
B. Linear Parameterization Problem of Depth and Constraint Function
Similar to standard robot adaptive controllers, we consider the case where the unknown parameters are constant and linearly parameterizable. If the unknown parameters are time varying or linear parameterization cannot be obtained, adaptive control using basis functions [39] , [40] can be used. The basic idea is to approximate the models by using neural network where the unknown weights are adjusted online by the updated law. For example, the dynamic regressor can be replaced bŷ
57) where θ d (q,q,q r ,q r ) is a vector of activation functions andŴ d are estimated neural network weights updated by the updated law that can be designed similarly (see [39] and [40] for details).
When the depth information of the feature points is not constant [41] , the relationship between velocities in camera image space and joint space is represented by [41] , [42] 
is the image Jacobian matrix, Z(q) is a matrix containing the depths of the feature points with respect to the camera image frame, and the matrix L(q) is the remanding image Jacobian matrix. Since the depths are not constant, linear parameterization cannot be obtained for the Jacobian matrix J(q) if the depth is uncertain. However, the Jacobian matrix (58) can be estimated by neural networks aŝ
whereĴ(q,Ŵ ki ) is an estimation of J(q), θ ki (q) is a vector of activation functions, and the estimated neural network weightŝ W ki are updated by the update law. In many force control applications, it is also difficult to determine the structure of the constraint function, and the neural network can similarly be used to approximate the constraint Jacobian. Another method of updating the estimated depth information can be found in [42] .
C. Pose Control
The motion control task can be defined either as position control only or both position and orientation control. For position control, a feature point at the tool tip is specified, and the desired trajectory on the contact surface can be easily defined in image space. Some calibration-free path planning algorithms in image space can be found in [43] and [44] . However, for position and orientation control, additional feature points on the tool or endeffector are needed, but in the presence of kinematic uncertainty and camera calibration errors, it is difficult to specify the desired trajectories for the additional features with respect to the desired trajectory on the contact surface. In such cases, a desired moving region [45] should be specified to allow flexibility in the orientation, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . This is reasonable since the accuracy of the position is more important as compared to the orientation. Let x b be the features on the tool tip and x a be the additional features for orientation control (see Fig. 3 ); we can partition the joint position vector q as [q a , q b ] [46] , wherė x a = J a (q)q a andẋ b = J a (q)q a + J b (q)q b . A desired trajectory x bd is specified for x b while a desired region [45] , [46] is defined for x a as follows:
where f j (∆x a ) ∈ R are continuous scalar functions with continuous first partial derivatives, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, N is the total number of secondary objective functions, and ∆x a = x a − x ao , with x ao being a reference point in the desired region. Some examples of desired moving regions can be found in [45] . The region tracking control formulation provides flexibility to the manipulator in the presence of uncertainties. Similarly, the estimated velocities can be defined based on the estimated Jacobian matrices asx
The control law is proposed with some slight modifications as follows:
and ∆ξ a is the region error [45] given by where k i are positive constants. The proof of convergence can be carried out in a similar way.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results to illustrate the performance of the proposed controller. We consider a twolink manipulator whose end-effector is required to move on a constraint surface. A fixed camera is placed distance away from the robot. The Jacobian matrix J(q) mapping from joint space to image space is given by
where s 1 = sin(q 1 ), c 1 = cos(q 1 ), s 12 = sin(q 1 + q 2 ), c 12 = cos(q 1 + q 2 ), and l 1 , l 2 are the lengths of the first and second links, respectively. β 1 , β 2 denote the scaling factors in pixels per meter, z 1 is the perpendicular distance between the robot and the camera, and f c is the focal length of the camera. In the simulations, the exact masses of the two links are set to 17.4 and 4.8 kg, the exact lengths l 1 , l 2 of the links are set to 0.43 m, f c is set as 50 mm, z 1 is set as 0.55 m, and β 1 = β 2 = 10 000. White Gaussian noises with power of 1 dB are added to the position and force. 
A. Planar Surface
In the first simulation, the end-effector is required to move on a constraint surface described by The camera in this setup is placed parallel to the constraint surface, and hence, z 1 is fixed. 
B. Curve Surface
In this simulation, we consider a constraint surface described by Ψ 1 (q(r)) = sin(ar x + b) − r y = 0.
Note that in the previous constraint function, the parameters in Ψ 1 (r(q)) cannot be linearly separated. The camera is also tilted by 15
• so that the depth information z 1 is time varying. The parameters of the constraint surface are set as a 6 I, β = 0.25, and γ = 8. An image path in image space is obtained from the camera. The initial position of the end-effector on the path is set at (520, 199). x d (t) is set as x d (t) = 520 + 5t pixels and y d (t) is obtained from the image path. The desired contact force is set as 15 + 5 sin(2t) Newton. In this simulation, Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) neural networks were used. The centers were chosen so that they were evenly distributed to span the input space of the network. The distance of neural networks was fixed at 1.8 and the number of neurons was set as 40. As can be seen from Figs. 7-9, the proposed controller is effective in dealing with uncertain structure of the constraint surface and Jacobian matrices.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a visually servoed motion and force tracking controller with uncertain constraint surface, kinematics, dynamics, and camera model. A Lyapunov-like function has been presented for the stability analysis of the closed-loop control systems. We have shown that the robot end-effector can track the desired motion and force trajectories in the presence of the uncertainties. Simulation results have been presented to illustrate the performance of the proposed control law.
